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Challenges
 Colleges and universities expected to justify ROI
 Cost of textbooks rose nearly 3 times the rate of
the general consumer index
 Students choosing not to purchase required texts
 3rd party products require access codes and
multiple registrations
 Getting print materials to online students
 Frequent edition changes by publishers
 Decreased public investment in education
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Opportunities
• Increased sensitivity to student
debt
• Increased sensitivity to inequalities
• Increased knowledge & access to
technology
• Time is ripe to invest time, energy,
creativity & resources to create &
distribute free/open educational
resources!

What does “OER” mean?
• OER are teaching, learning, and
research resources that reside in
the public domain or have been
released under an intellectual
property license that permits their
free use and re-purposing by
others.
– Hewlett Foundation

FREE is not always OPEN

The 5 “R’s”
of Openness
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5 “Rs” for an OER text
• Retain (Copy)
– Make a copy of the text and keep it for your use

• Reuse (Use in different ways)
– Use parts of the text for an online student orientation

• Revise (Adapt/modify)
– Add your own content/examples into the text

• Remix (Mashup)
– Insert links to OER videos into the text

• Redistribute (Share)
– Deliver the text in your institution’s LMS

Rights for authored works

Source: https://cat.xula.edu/food/digital-copyrights/

Public Domain
• Content that is not protected by
copyright law or other restriction
• Public Domain content belongs to
the community at large
• May be freely copied, shared,
altered and republished by
anyone
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Copyright
• A form of protection for "original
works of authorship"
• Copyright covers both published
and unpublished works
• Body of exclusive rights granted
by law to copyright owners for
protection of their work
• Copyright owners control the
reproduction of their work and can
sell or give rights to reproduce

Creative Commons
• Intermediate stage between public
domain and traditional copyright
– CC license uses power of copyright to
promote openness and wider access t
– Grant permission to others to copy,
distribute and use their works
– Dictate the conditions for copying,
distributing and using
– CC licenses ensure that authors get
credit for their work

CC license components
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Creative Commons Examples
• Saylor.org (courses & textbooks)
• Wikipedia
• Wired.com (photos)
• Free Software Foundation
• MIT Open CourseWare
• TED Talks

Summary of OER studies
• Open Education Group
openedgroup.org/publications

• OER Hub
oerhub.net

• Lumen Learning
lumenlearning.com/research

• Babson Survey Research Group
onlinelearningsurvey.com/oer.html

Summary of OER studies
• Faculty awareness low but rising
• Faculty using OER are favorable
– Concerns about workload &
compensation
– Some disciplines are limited

• Students & faculty judge OER to be
equal or higher in quality
• OER lowers cost & may positively
affect grades, scores & retention
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Our OER experience
• Redeveloped 2 courses
• Trained faculty
• Paired with instructional
designers
• Pre- & post OER surveys
(311 students)

Effects of OER on students
• Students saved $172-$336
per course
• Students taking both saved
$508
• Summer quarter savings
$51,186
• Annual savings estimate
~ $200,000

Results of student surveys
• Compared pre-OER to OER
courses
– OER students more satisfied with
course costs
– Judged OER materials to be equal
or higher in quality
– More would recommend the OER
course to others
– Would prefer more courses with
OER
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Effects of OER on faculty
• At first, faculty concerned
– Then they realized that the
textbook constrained them

• Liberated to focus on student
learning outcomes
• Researching and vetting
content, rather than writing
• Improved collaboration &
relationship with IDs

Effects of OER on IDs
• Healthier relationships with
faculty/SMEs
– ID does not have to be the “heavy”

• Higher quality materials
– More multimedia

• Deadlines met
– Fewer AWOL SMEs

• Better alignment of objectives,
content & assessment

Where can you find free/OER?
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Start with OER repositories
merlot.org

oercommons.org

ccsearch.
creativecommons.org

Effects of OER Initiative
• Expected
– Students saved money
– Students rated OER courses &
materials as better
– Students more likely to enroll in
OER courses & institutions
– Faculty felt more liberated

• Unexpected
– Faculty & ID relationship improved
– Improved course design process

What can you do with OER?
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Replace print textbook

Bring in to current events

Bring in “guest lecturers”
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Analyze TED talks

Hear the great speeches

Provide extra help
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Go on virtual field trips

Explore career & professions
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